
At the start of the Artisan's Trail in
Sagamore on Route 6A, just under the
Sagamore Bridge and across the street from
the Christmas Tree Shop, Pairpoint Glass
Company retains a rich New England
heritage dating back to its founding in 1837.

Through the 19th, 20th and now the 21st
century, Pairpoint continues to be known
for its innovative and traditional designs in
brilliant colored and clear crystal.

Pairpoint's timeless designs can be found
in many museums across the country
including the decorative arts collections of
New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and Boston's Museum of Fine Arts.

Entire books have been devoted to the
history and glasswork of Pairpoint.
Collectors and auction companies still trade
pieces spanning their entire history.

NEW OWNERSHIP
A new age for Pairpoint arrived this past

spring, when brothers Jeff and Gary Tulman
were brought in by the former owners to
help stabilize and revitalize the company.
Eventually they decided to buy it instead.

"It’s been our pleasure to be a part of the
revitalization of this historic company and
help bring it back to its old glory," says Jeff.
"We are still producing traditional, high end
glass pieces and fortunate to have the existing
team in place to recreate the pieces."

Pairpoint Glass, Located Next to the Sagamore Bridge at 851 Sandwich Road,
Brings A Tradition of Excellence Since 1837 as America’s Oldest Glassworks

CORNUCOPIA CENTERPIECE SET – From
Pairpoint's "Heritage" line, coveted by collectors
for generations, this signature Cornucopia
Centerpiece Set includes two cornucopia vases
with large clear controlled bubble bases, and a
ribbed center vase with a bubble ball stem.

Factory & Gift Shop: 851 Sandwich Road, Sagamore • (508) 888-2344
Open Daily 10AM - 5PM • Sunday 11AM - 4PM • www.Pairpoint.com

On the Cape Cod Canal, at Exit 1 opposite the rear entrance of the Christmas Tree Shop

"We are very proud," he continues, "to
have our master glass blowers, some of
whom are second generation Pairpoint
artisans, with over 180 years combined
experience, to continue to produce
exceptional glass pieces."

"We really want to honor the history that
is the glassworks place in history," adds his
brother, Gary. "The designs that have had
followers years back are being re-introduced
for current tastes and appeal."

HERITAGE LINE
"We are especially excited about the

'Heritage Line,'" exclaims Jeff. "A lot of the
old catalogues that were here when we
bought the glassworks  are used to rediscover
old lines."

For over 175 years, Pairpoint has
combined fine craftsmanship and
individualized service to provide collectable
glassware for individuals and companies
around the world.

Combining traditionally produced
Pairpoint products, using some of the
original tools and molds from the 19th
century, as well as newly designed variations
and one of a kind custom commission, they
are excited to continue providing
exceptional glass to future generations.
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AMERICA’S OLDEST GLASSWORKS –
Pairpoint Glass, since 1837, is  America's Oldest
Glassworks. Shown are new owners and
brothers Jeff and Gary Tulman. Pairpoint is
located at 851 Sandwich Road in Sagamore,
across from the rear entrance of the Christmas
Tree Shop.

ARTISAN AT WORK - Guy Maxwell, a long time
Pairpoint glass blower, works on a cobalt vase
with a contemporary chevron design.

GLASS FLOWER PAPERWEIGHTS – Shown
are part of a collection of rose paperweights
enclosed in clear glass, a line that has been
popular for many years.

BARWARE SET – the Pairpoint Seafarer
Decanter Set features a clear decanter with a
traditional Pairpoint controlled bubble base and
etched clipper ship. The set includes two
matching bubble ball tumblers and a clear ice
bucket, also with the bubble ball base.

DECORATIVE CONCH SHELLS – From
Pairpoint's "Still Life" collection, these large
colored art glass conch shells come with cobalt
exteriors and multi-colored glass interiors.


